Cold Foam
Beverages Platform

Cold foam has grown 541% on U.S.
restaurant menus in the past 4 years.
- Datassential, 2021

A low fat, creamy micro-foam topping for
premium cold beverages.
Features & Benefits
Stay on-trend with unlimited flavor customization
opportunities
Packaged in easy-to-use aerosol cans for quality,
consistency and reduced waste
Does not require special equipment
Appease all of your consumer segments with 100%
dairy, 100% plant-based or hybrid versions
Build upon your already established brand portfolio
with private label packaging
Estimated 120-day shelf life, refrigerated
*Custom flavors and custom packaging have MOQ requirements.
Rubix Cold Foam stock product is available if MOQs can't be met.
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Cold Foam
Beverages Platform
Why Operators Love It
Versatility
Highly versatile, cross-menu application
potential

Labor Savings
No special instructions or training needed,
simply apply before or after beverage pour
for desired effect

On-Trend
Unlimited flavor opportunities ideal for
seasonal LTOs and trendy applications*

Cost Optimized
Save costs with a single SKU solution across
multiple menu applications
More inFOAMation
on our Private Label
Cold Foam now in stock

Operational Efficiencies
No pricey, bulky special equipment needed

Waste Reduction
Dispense only what you need directly into
the beverage, unlike you can with frothers
or blenders
*Custom flavors and custom packaging have MOQ requirements.
Rubix Cold Foam stock product is available if MOQs can't be met.

Cold Foam
Beverages Platform
What Consumers Told Us
They Love It
91% of consumers preferred Rubix Cold
Foam over in-market competitor

They'll Seek It Out
58% of consumers would visit a location
just for our cold foam

They'll Pay More For It
77% of consumers are somewhat or
definitely likely to spend more for a
beverage with our cold foam

They'll Drink It in the Afternoon
75% of consumers are more likely to drink
an iced coffee in the afternoon if it has our
cold foam on it
*Sensory data is specific to Rubix Cold Foam stock product,
based on proprietary research conducted at the University of
Florida in January 2022.

